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Notes from Saint Paul Area Synod Tool Kit - February 25, 2017 

Workshop #3: Church in Community 
Led by:  

1. The Rev. Walt Wietzke (Pastor, St. Mark – St. Paul, West 7th neighborhood) 
2. Officer Axel Henry (Senior Commander Eastern District, St. Paul Police Department) 

 
Walt:  When uniformed police show up, there are immediate perceptions that come into play, some of 
which can create barriers to community.   St. Mark has a history of looking behind those perceptions 
through interactions with the community surrounding the church.  The church has also tried to be in real 
relationship with ethnic churches (Liberian and African-American Church of God in Christ) that also use the 
church building for worship.  For example, the church invited K-9 units to come to its Vacation Bible 
School.  (Involvement with the local schools and observed the change of relationship between students 
and police (No more Officer Friendly, DARE… still have SROs). Years of relationship.   
 
In the last three years, there has been much greater intensity in interaction with and attention to police 
and fire personnel following the devastating arson of the St. Mark church building.   When greater 
attention was brought to bear on police interactions with black men through Black Lives Matter and 
others, the relationships within the community among all people, including those who serve as police, 
became even more important. 
 
Last February 2016 the church tried to bring together all the churches along West 7th, along with Thrivent.  
We sought a community-focused conversation about the sensitivity of police to community needs.  The 
sanctuary proved to be a safe place for such conversations.  On July 6 when Philando Castile was shot, the 
church already had the relationships in place to hold a prayer vigil that included all parts of the community 
including the police.    Whatever the facts of culpability may be, this shooting was a grave tragedy for 
everyone – including the police, and St. Mark became a place where everyone could grieve and pray 
together – police and protestors alike.  It happened because of the years of interactions and trust-building. 
 
St. Mark has tried to have a “parish” mentality where everything and everyone in the neighborhood was 
part of their people of concern.  They tried to address the issue of authority according to Luther’s small 
catechism explanation of the 10 commandments.   Who controls the narrative of perception?  We 
continue to have ongoing town halls and joint ecumenical events (St. Stans Catholic chuch, Joseph’s 
Temple (the successor to the Church of God in Christ) and St. Mark share Wednesday Lenten soup-suppers 
and prayer services). 
 
Axel:  St. Paul is divided into three districts for policing.  Axel is essentially the chief for the Eastern District.  
His relationship with St. Mark grew out of the fact that this was own neighborhood, where he and his 
family lived.  So the relationship started because they were already neighbors.  When he shows up at St. 
Mark, he does so as a neighbor among other neighbors.   Policing is not something done to the 
community, but rather is about being community, and what we need from one another.    
 
The question that drives him is “how can we help each other be successful?”  We certainly have 
differences (which are made worse by our hyper-partisan political environment), but we need to start with 
our commonalities.  We all care about a safe environment for our city.  When we push one another to the 
fringes, it doesn’t solve our problems.  Problems are solved when we bring the community together. 
 
Axel told the story of coming to St. Mark for the prayer vigil following the shooting last July.  He 
remembers that an African American pastor who spoke after he did pointed out that the tragedy is a 
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common one – that there is a person not alive, and that’s a tragedy for the whole community.  Whoever 
may have been at fault, it was a tragedy that didn’t need to happen.  The pastor noted that Axel and other 
police were also suffering as well, and that the entire support network of the victim and the policeman 
involved in the shooting are experiencing turmoil.  He then asked that we pray for the family of Mr. Castile 
and also for the police officer who shot him. 
 
In the rush of 16 hour days and civil unrest that followed that day, Axel was greatly affected by being 
prayed for in this way.  He kept emphasizing that he and other police are community members, and we all 
in this together. 
 
Discussion: 
 

1. It is better to bless one another than to spread hate. 
2. The time to come together is before the tragedy happens – when it is calm.  We need 

relationships of trust on all sides before tragedy strikes. 
3. What’s missing is relational encounters across our differences of class and race and LGBTQ so that 

understanding grows 
4. There is a lot of misinformation with respect to immigration.  The St. Paul police don’t have any 

legal authority (nor do they wish to have such authority) for enforcing immigration laws.  They 
strongly believe that public safety is best served when groups of people can call the police for help 
or to report crimes without fearing ICE involvement.  However, St. Paul is also not a designated 
“sanctuary city” (whatever that means).   

5. The police are here to protect everyone in the city, including Muslims and mosques.  Because of 
the increased threat, the police have an increased presence around mosques, but this presence 
can be easily misunderstood.  The police get a good response when they have a conversation with 
mosque-goers about why those police are present, so people can see them as protective and not a 
threat. 

6. It is important to hear the stories of each person and group.  Different groups have different 
perceptions of policing, depending on where they are from.  The police leadership is trying to 
make sure police have cultural awareness so they can look past misunderstandings and avoid 
prejudice. 

7. Axel sees diversity as a strength – provided we have good understanding.  He used the example of 
a spike in assaults between Somali immigrant and American Blacks that came from very different 
cultural expectations and judgments regarding women’s dress and actions.  Both sides were 
legitimate – and when they brought the two groups together they were able to address the 
cultural differences that led to the negative encounters. 

8. The police are very interested in setting up interactions outside of crisis/law enforcement.  
Example is “Safe Summer Nights” in the parks.  It helps for people to see others for what they are. 
This is especially important for new police who are giving the toughest shifts in the toughest 
neighborhoods; their interactions need to be balanced with more positive interactions that can 
help them to appreciate cultural differences. 

9. Cultural competency has a direct impact on public safety.  Example is during a crisis going to the 
elder in a culture where elders are very respected, and letting the elder weigh in rather than the 
police. 

10. The body camera program is important and St. Paul police took the time to implement it by 
recognizing the very different perspectives that exist among different communities.  Some victims 
and witnesses are more fearful of the collection and misuse of the data, while others want all the 
data collected all the time.  That’s why the police try to bring people together in the same room at 
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the same time to work it out.  Their method was so successful that they have been asked to 
present to other police departments across the state. 

11. Walt’s church approached their community as a “parish” – which meant that they would 
intentionally seek to build relationships with other churches, including the local Catholic church, 
the Salvation Army and Joseph’s temple.  They sought intentional conversations that were 
personal, and met people where they are, seeking to learn from and understand one another.  
Congregations sharing the building are seen as partners in ministry, and not mere tenants.   

12. Outreach is bringing people together, one person at a time, to alleviate fear and open 
opportunities to become involved.  St. Mark has a diverse neighborhood that is as diverse as ever.   

13. Someone pointed out that church custodians often know more about the community than other 
church staff, certainly when it comes to other tenants.   

14. How do we start the conversation?  It might be through a structured program to discuss difficult 
situations within the community.    

15. The police want to help people understand why they do what they do, so there is less 
misinterpretation.  For example police are trained to stand with their feet spread and their gun 
away from the person they are talking with, as a matter of safety.  They also keep their hands on 
their guns, not to intimidate, but so that someone cannot come up behind them (like a child) and 
grab it away.   

16. The house of worship in some communities (like Lino Lakes) can be useful as a community 
gathering space, because there are not a lot of other spaces to serve that function.  It can be safe 
neutral ground.  People tend to be on their better behavior when meeting in a church, as 
compared with a municipal auditorium.  This allows everyone to be heard and to hear. 

17. Christiana in Lakeville is setting up a “Life tree café” as a place for youth on Tuesday nights to 
discuss important topics of their choosing.  They have 30 people showing up consistently. 

18. Another church does something called “Faithpoint” –which is daycare-like for kids on days they 
are not in school, with lunch provided. It has grown from 5 to 28. 

19. Once concern is people with mental illness, and how they are treated when the police are called.  
The St. Paul police department has many officers trained in critical incident response, and their 
goal is to train all officers by the end of 2017.  This training helps them to evaluate things like 
mental illness, and provides them training on how best to deal with it.  Over the past 15 years, 
they have changed their approach.  Axle believes that continuing education for police is as 
important as continuing physical fitness training.  The police also have looked at the top 30 folks 
who generate the most calls – often because they fall off their meds.  This is another way to be 
proactive. 

20. Axle urges people to see the police as servants of the community, and not its masters.  They want 
to be involved in daily things so that when they show up during crises that the interaction can be 
effective and positive.  This requires trust – and trust requires conversation and time. 

21. When we are being a neighborhood, in a parish concept, this identity can help us live together in 
peace.  We move from a desert of disorder to an oasis of peace – to a series of oases, to a golf 
course with sand traps.   

22. Axel wants all his officers to do at least two things – care about the community, and work hard.  
Everything else flows from these. 

23. How do I start?  It can start with something as simple as waving and smiling at our neighbors, 
whoever they may be.   

 
Notes taken by the Rev. Joe Lees, Saint Paul Area Synod 


